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ABSTRACT
Name : Siti Hairun Nufus Yushar
Reg. Number :   40300113165
Major :   English and Literature Department
Faculty :   Adab and Humaniora
Title : Adaptation Peter and Wendy Novel (1911) into Pan Film
(2015)
Supervisor I : Rosmah Tami
Supervisor II : Nasrum
This research was about the adaptation novel into film which aimed to find
out background on the adapter of this adaptation and to explain the motives in
adaptation based on adaptation Peter and Wendy novel into Pan film. This
researcher focused on Linda Hutcheon’s theory about adaptation on four motives
namely economic lures, legal constrains, cultural capital, personal and political
motives. This research applied descriptive qualitative method in revealing the
data. The researcher used note taking as the instrument to get the valid data. The
researcher revealed that there were three motives that contains in this adaptation,
they are 7 financial attraction, 4 cultural capitals and 5 psychological motives. The
researcher concluded that adaptation show that there is no literary work in the
world which is truly new and stand alone, because every work cretaed from
previous work. So in adaptation of original one into another works is not a slavish
copying, it must be always a reason of adapter for doing an adaptation.
Furthermore, the motives that appear also depend on the roles of each adapter to
do the adaptation.
Keywords: Adaptation, Motives, Peter and Wendy Novel, Pan Film.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Nowadays in many movies, either locally produced or internationally, their
origin is based on a story from literary works especially novel. For example, the
story of Tenggelamnya Kapal Van der Wijck is one of famous movie that adapted
from novel by Buya Hamka. This process of transformation is called as adaptation.
Greenberg in Hutcheon (2006: 7) calls adaptation as a repetition, yet this repetition is
without replication. This means that adaptation is repetition of a work without
copying the whole work, yet there is a process of selection. The process of selection
in this case is the creativity in selecting intrinsic or extrinsic element by the new
adapter. Adaptation is sometimes called a transposition of a work which commonly
is known as alih wahana in Indonesian word. Hutcheon mentions in the process of
adaptation, a creative and interpretative work is taken place, this interpretation to
other position especially into a movie is not a solo interpretation. In fact a
collaborative creative is needed in this process of adaptation.
Adaptation is a complex process in that it is not a simply process of
transforming an element of novel into film. However, many people are not aware that
this process of adaptation is a complex work involving many individual, like
Hutcheon states in the preface of her book that “figures who do the work of
adaptation often ignored.” Many show that in this process is a team work process yet
they fail to unveil that this is team work adapter. For example in the research written
2by Mahanani (2013) entitled ”Kajian Transformasi dari Novel Laskar Pelangi Karya
Andrea Hirata ke Film Laskar Pelangi Karya Riri Riza” does not show that the
adapter is the team she does not aware that there are the team work for the adaptation
process. In the same manner, Yanti (2016) in her thesis entitled “Ekranisasi Novel ke
Bentuk Film 99 Cahaya di Langit Eropa” does not determine who is exactly the
adapter from solo model creation like author in novel into a collaborative creative of
showing like film is complex process of adaptation.
It is hard for any person who has been on the set of a movie to believe that only
one man or woman makes a film said Ondaatje in Hutcheon (2006: 82). It means that
they think that only one man who determine everything, write a script, chose an actor
and etc. but actually it is not, it is a team. The other way, Hutcheon (2006: 82)
mentioned that there are necessity like collaborative, discussing about novel into
film, the contribution of screen writer, composer, designer, cinematographer, actor,
editor, and of course director.
J. M. Barrie novel was firstly published in 1911with the title Peter and Wendy.
However, the original source of this story is from 1902 entitled The Little White Bird,
which introduce Peter. Later, this work transforms into many range of artworks.
Minzesheimer (2004) list various version such as drama or play “Peter Pan, or The
Boy Who Wouldn’t Grow Up” (1904), silent film or pantomime “Peter Pan” (1924),
animated film or cartoon “Peter Pan” (1953), novel series until live action film
“Peter and the Starcatchers” (2004), “Peter and the Shadow Thieves” (2006),
“Peter and the Secret of Rundoon” (2007), “Peter and the Sword of Mercy” (2009).
3This transformation is produced repeatedly from years to years, from 1902 since this
time up to “Pan” (2015), Peter Pan has been reproduced in many form. This work
also has been translated into many languages including Indonesian, and then
animated adapting into many culture. As a result, almost no children grown up
throughout the world without know this story.
In addition, Hutcheon also explores various motives in adaptation process, they
are the economic lures, the legal constrains, cultural capital, personal and political
motives. In order to extend the analysis of stories, it was adapted many times in
many series of each adapter, because it will be different depend their motivations,
skills obsessions and period.
According to the definition of adaptation, there is transformation happen from
the original one to another works, and it can be related as what is cited in the holy
Qur’an surah Ar Rum (30: 20):
)نوُﺮَِﺸﺘَْﻨﺗ ٌﺮَﺸَﺑ ُْﻢﺘَْﻧأ َاذِإ ﱠُﻢﺛ ٍباَُﺮﺗ ْﻦِﻣ ْﻢَُﻜَﻘﻠَﺧ َْنأ ِﮫِﺗﺎَﯾآ ْﻦِﻣَو٢٠(
And of His signs is that He created you from dust; then, suddenly you were
human beings dispersing [throughout the earth].Saheeh International.
In the verse of surah ar-rum, tell that human created by Allah SWT from dust.
Shihab (2009: 183-185) states two point of this verse, firstly the beginning of human
life is from the dust, the word ‘you’ in ‘He created you from dust’ is refer to our
forefather viz Adam AS, who created from dust which does not have elements of
life, dust itself has neither light, nor warmth, nor beauty, nor freshness, nor
4movement, however it is origin of man with these wonderful qualities. Secondly, the
spreading of human over the earth, ‘then, suddenly you were human beings
dispersing’ this is show the fact that Allah give such an ability to Adam’s progeny
that suddenly dispersing throughout the earth.
This piece of verse, parable in the manner of an authors write or create their
own literary work, such as novel and Allah as creator was created human as a
creation. Then that human dispersing throughout the earth, Shihab (2009: 184)
mentions that not only throughout the earth, but also in the sky, even there are human
that goes to the moon and some people imagine living dispersing in the planets.
Same as a novel, it can be disperse to another creation with human creativity, such as
play, film, etc., not only in medium of word but also can be in medium of picture,
sound, etc.
From all the explanation above, the researcher is interested in analyses the
transformation novel into film Peter Pan because the researcher interests to study the
adaptation in theory of adaptation develop by Linda Hutcheon, they are who and
why. It means the researcher wants to show what happen actually in adaptation novel
into film and also this research expected will give the reader understanding about
who is the real adapter and what are the motives of adapter in transform a novel into
film, related to the story of Peter and Wendy.
5B. Research Question
Based on the background in this paper, the research question of this research as
follows:
1. Who is the adapter of the film?
2. What are the motives that encouraging this adaptation?
C. Research Objective
Based on the research question above, the research objective of this research as
follows:
1. To find out the background of the adapter in this adaptation novel into film.
2. To explain the motives in adaptation novel into film.
D. Research Significance
The research significances of this research as follows:
1. Theoretically, the researcher hopes this research can give information about
comparative literature and especially the study of adaptation in the novel into
film.
2. Practically, the researcher hopes this research can be a reference or additional
source for the students, the reader or another researcher of English and
Literature Department, especially to similar research.
E. Research Scope
In this research, the researcher uses Hutcheon’s theory (2006) in her book
entitled A Theory of Adaptation. Then the researcher focuses on four issues in
6process of adaptation according to Hutcheon (2006: 86-92) namely, the economic
lures, the legal constrains, cultural capital, personal and political.
7CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Previous Findings
The researcher finds three previous findings which are related with this
research:
Rahmawati (2013) studied about “Adaptation analysis of Harry Potter and the
Half Blood Prince Novel by J.K. Rowling into Film by David Yates”. She analyzed
both of the novel and film Harry Potter by used comparative method. She also used
the theory of sign developed by Roland Barthes and adaptation theory developed by
Linda Hutcheon. Thus, she found that there are some differences ideologies during
the process of transformation and also the economic and cultural motive in the film
adaptation.
Rehandini (2015) studied about “Character Transformation in Madame
Bovary Novel and Film”. In her paper, she wrote the analysis both novel and film
Madame Bovary by used qualitative method. She used ekranisasi theory proposed by
Pamusuk Eneste and adaptation theory proposed by Linda Hutcheon to analyzed the
adaptation problem in transformation novel into film. Thus, she found that there are
transformation of character in novel into film and also the reason why transformation
happened.
Hartono (2015) studied about “A Hard Day’s Night from Song to Movie”. He
analyzed both of song and film by used descriptive-qualitative method and
ecranisation theory proposed by Pamusuk Eneste. He found that not only an
8adaptation between literary works, but also the transformation from one genre to
another one, such as in his research is the Beatles’s song into movie. There are
addition in character, time, place, message and point of view in the process
adaptation of song into movie.
After compared the five previous findings above, the similarity from
Rahmawati, Rehandini and Hartono were talked about adaptation one media into
another, but specifically the first and the second previous finding used novel as
adapted source and theory developed by Linda Hutcheon. Furthermore, the
differences from the first finding, Rahmawati examined the changes that have been
made by the film production team and also the consequences of different media. The
second finding, Rehandini examined the transformations in the character and why the
transformations happen. The third finding, Hartono talked about adaptation song into
movie and he examined the addition in character, time, place, message and point of
view.
B. Conceptual Framework
1. Comparative Literature
Wellek and Warren (1989: 45-47) say that there are three concepts of
comparative literature. First, the study oral literature, especially the theme of folklore
and it is spread. Second, the investigation of relationship between two or more
literary works, which became the material and the object of inquiry, among them, a
matter of reputation and penetration, influence and frame great works. Third,
literature research in the whole of world literature, general and universal literature.
9Based on those concepts, this research is related with the second concept of the
expert, the investigation between two or more literary works, it is novel and film.
In other terms, Zeptenek (1998: 13) calls comparative literature is a method in
the study of literature in at least two ways. First, comparative literature means the
knowledge of more than one national language and literature. Second, comparative
literature has an ideology of inclusion of the other, be that a marginal literature in its
several meanings of marginality, a genre, various text types, etc. Same as the first
definition, it is about the study of more than one literature of work.
To sum up those definitions above, the researcher can say that comparative
literature is a literary study which is has differences and similarities, with a purpose
to knowing and analyzing relation and influence of literature in whole of literary
works. It is related with Hutcheon (2006: 6) said that when we call a work an
adaptation, we openly announce its overt relationship to another work or works. It
means there is comparison between one works into another one. This is why
adaptation studies are so often comparative studies.
2. Adaptation Theory
Adaptation theory written by Linda Hutcheon in her book entitled A Theory
of Adaptation (2006). Hutcheon introduces adaptation is not only formal entity,
however it is also a process. In this case, Hutcheon (2006: 22) divides adaptation into
two definitions, the first is thing as a product, that is extensive it means not only
novel as the one that can be an object of adaptation, but also another literary work
can be, such as poetry, short story etc. and particular transcoding, that is trans a code,
10
for example the code of novel is words, it can be transcoding into film or the code is
pictures. Second thing as a process, that is reinterpretation including paraphrase and
translation of new adapter, then palimpsestic intertextuality of between two texts
from something written into original text.
From this process also appear two question who? And why? Who is the
adapter is an easy question for the telling media that have only one author, Hutcheon
(2006: 80-82) says that in the performance media, the process of interpretation and
creation is collaborative. The whole subsequent work on the adaptation is based on
the script so considering the screenwriter as the adapter seems logical. However, it
also brings some pitfalls such as possible complexity in the task to decide the author
of the script. There are cases in which the first script was reworked by another
screenwriter and sometimes changes are made by editors, “Music director/composer”
who creates the sound and the music to enhance the emotions or to elicit the
audience‘s reactions could be another possibility. Their role in the process of making
the adaptation is essential nonetheless:
“composers usually work from the script, not from the adapted text,
because they have to write music specifically to fit the production‘s
action, timing, and budget” (Hutcheon: 81).
Hutcheon also mentions that actors sometimes draw inspiration from the
adapted text especially in the case of playing well-known literary characters. Every
actor certainly brings something special to the adaptation however they rather adapt
the screenplay which they always have to follow. Therefore, actors also have a role
in adaptation process.
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“The editor sees and creates the whole in a way no one else does. Yet
none of these artists, screenwriter, composer, designer,
cinematographer, actor, editor, and the list could go on—is usually
considered the primary adapter of a film or television production.”
(Hutcheon: 82).
As already mentioned above, performance media are collaborative. Even
many artists participate in the complex process of film creation. It is not an easy task
to define the adapter, however it is obvious. Hutcheon (2006: 85) also says that from
both studio press release and critical response that the director is ultimately held
responsible for the overall vision and therefore for the adaptation as adaptation.
Nevertheless, the screenwriter usually begins the process by write the screenplay
besides the process of interprets and paraphrases the adapted text for a new medium.
The primary task and main responsibility of film adaptation is thus shared by the
screenwriter and the director. In addition, Hutcheon (2006: 85) says that the other
artists involved may be inspired by the adapted text, but their responsibility is more
to the screenplay and thus to the film as an autonomous work of art.
3. The Motives of Adaptation
Hutcheon (2006: 86-95) mentions several motives which related to adaptation
novel into film as follows:
Firstly, the economic lures; Expensive collaborative art forms which related
team work adapter like operas or films, are going to find equivalent work such as
best seller novel which already have a ready audience or an existing audience, with
their next task is to expand the audience. And the goal is they will make lots of
money by sell their adapted work. Hutcheon (2006: 86) says that monetary appeal
12
cannot be ignored. By selling the film adaptation, the adapter may produce a lot of
money. The keywords of this motif were talked about famous author, famous artist,
expensive work, big budget and market place of adaptation.
Secondly, the legal constrains; Hutcheon (2006: 90) says from the perspective
of the law, straight forward adaptation is closer to the work of postmodern
appropriation artists who take the work of others and refunction it, either by title or
recontextualizing. This is what the adapter does in Pan film, the reason of adaptation
can be determined by the election of an artist in adapted work like film, the artist or
star have to have a big effect in a film. The adapter or film production team has the
authority to change the title from Peter and Wendy into Pan and also re-
contextualizing the content into prequel story. When a work will transform in other
medium, copyright must be considered. This is related to the issue of permission,
everyone is allowed to change something original, but must to have permission from
the previous work or the original. For example, Disney, the new adapters were alert
for not to copy Disney's work without permission, because they have their own rules.
The keywords of this motif were talked about permit, copyright and plagiarism.in
doing the adaptation,
Thirdly, the cultural capital; Hutcheon (2006: 91) says that one way to gain
respectability is for an adaptation to be upwardly mobile. Adaptation can be one of
the other ways to promote a particular culture by adapted a literary work from a
classic novel in eighteenth and nineteenth century novels, by raising particular status,
13
the adapter will get benefit from that adapted work. The keyword of this motif was
talked about the adapter want to raise a particular cultural status.
The last, the personal and political motive; this motive also includes the
reason of the adapter to do the adaptation such as Hutcheon (92: 2006) says that it is
obvious that adapters must have their own personal reasons for deciding first to do an
adaptation and then choosing which adapted work and what medium to do it in. They
not only interpret that work but in so doing they also take a position on it. The
keywords of this motif were talked about the adapter deciding adapted work and
media, furthermore experience, background, vision of the adapter affect the
adaptation
4. The Background and the Origin of the Novel Adaptation
Peter and Wendy novel is one of genre in children’s literature, specifically in
fantastic stories, like Lukens (2003: 20) says in her book A Critical Handbook of
Children’s Literature that fantastic stories “showing daily lives of tiny people who
faced everyday problems like our own and make discoveries about fear of the
unknown and about the disruption of family life through greed.” It is similar with the
story of Wendy’s family one of them when Mr. Darling who is Wendy’s father fear
of whether they would be able to keep her, when Wendy was born for a week, as she
was another mouth to feed.
This novel, with its cast of thousands and over a hundred years in the making,
is intended as a celebration of the individual productions of the most popular
14
children’s play of all time and of the performers and other artists who have been
associated with the various productions since 1904.
Hanson (2011: 5) mentions in his book Peter Pan on Stage and Screen that
Barrie never wrote a book titled Peter Pan! He did, however, write a novel,
published in 1902, and called The Little White Bird, which introduce Peter as a baby
who runs away from home seven days after he was born. This character was so
unique that the author compels to develop him further in a play, Peter Pan, or The
Boy Who Wouldn’t Grow Up, which had its world premiere in 1904. In 1906 the
chapters featuring Peter in The Little White Bird were published in a separate
illustrated text called Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, and in 1911 Barrie
novelized his play into Peter and Wendy. Thus, the novel of Peter and Wendy by J.
M. Barrie inspired by a baby who he writes before, the story in Kensington Gardens.
It’s about an ageless boy and an ordinary girl named Wendy who has many
adventures in the fantasy setting of Neverland.
5. Synopsis of Pan Film
Pan is a 2015 British-American family fantasy film directed by Joe Wright
and written by Jason Fuchs. The film is a prequel story to Scottish author J. M.
Barrie's Peter Pan story, first staged in 1904. It was starred by Hugh Jackman was
officially cast as the pirate Blackbeard, Garrett Hedlund was cast as a younger
version of Captain Hook, Rooney Mara was cast as Tiger Lily and Amanda Seyfried
as a Peter’s mother Mary, with Levi Miller as the title character for the role of Peter
Pan. It serves as an alternative origin story for Peter Pan and Captain Hook. The film
15
had its world premiere in London, England on September 20, 2015 and was
theatrically released in the United States on October 9, 2015, by Warner Bros.
Pictures.
Peter is a mischievous 12 year old boy with an irrepressible rebellious
streak, but in the bleak London orphanage where he has lived his whole life those
qualities do not exactly fly. Then one incredible night, Peter is whisked away from
the orphanage and spirited off to a fantastical world of pirates, warriors and fairies
called Neverland. There, he finds amazing adventures and fights life or death battles
while trying to uncover the secret of his mother, who left him at the orphanage so
long ago, and his rightful place in this magical land. Teamed with the warrior Tiger
Lily and a new friend named James Hook, Peter must defeat the ruthless pirate
Blackbeard to save Neverland and discover his true destiny to become the hero who
will forever be known as Peter Pan.
6. Definition of Novel
Eagleton (2005:1) states that a novel is a piece of prose fiction of a reasonable
length. Even a definition as toothless as this, however, is still too restricted. Not all
novels are written in prose. Some man of letters state different opinion about the
distinction between fiction and fact is not always clear. And what counts as a
reasonable length? At what point does a novella or long short story become a novel?
There are say it is described as a novel, the other say as a short story, but they are
both about the same length. The truth is that the novel is a genre which resists exact
16
definition. He added the point about the novel, however, is not just that it eludes
definitions, but that it actively undermines them.
Also, Eagleton (2005:2) mentions that the novel is an anarchic genre, since its
rule is not to have rules. An anarchist is not just someone who breaks rules, but
someone who breaks rules as a rule, and this is what the novel does too. Myths are
cyclical and repetitive, while the novel appears excitingly unpredictable. In fact, the
novel has a finite repertoire of forms and motifs. But it is an extraordinarily
capacious one even so.
7. Definition of Film
Bluestone in Eneste (1991:18) states that film is a combination of a wide
variety of arts, such as music, fine arts, drama, and literature with photographic
elements. In addition, Eneste (1991:60) mentions the film is the result of a teamwork
or mutual aid. Whether good or not a film depends on the harmony of work units in
it: producer, script writer, director, cameramen, art director, voice recorder, etc.
Therefore, the film is an audio-visual medium, sound also took part in it. Whether
sound of human (dialogue, monologue), sound of music or sound effect.
In other term, Stam (2005: 6) says while novels are absorbed through the
mind’s eye during reading, films directly engage the various senses. The same thing
also expressed by Sobchack in Stam (2005: 6), he calls film the “expression of
experience by experience,” which deploys kinetic, haptic, and sensuous modes of
embodied existence. In addition, Stam states that film then, are more directly
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implicated in bodily response than novel. Because not only words, but also pictures
and sounds can attract audience’s respond or attention.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Method
The researcher used descriptive qualitative method in this research. According
to Sandelowski (2000: 334) says that descriptive qualitative research has goal to
increase the comprehension about the summary of event in every day. This method
was combination of sampling, data collection, analysis and re-describe technique.
This method used when the researcher need to describing the phenomenon.
On the other hand, Sugiyono (2015: 9) stated that qualitative method used to
get deep information, thus the information is the real data. It means that the method
has a purpose to get information and to give detailed explanation about process
adaptation in novel into film.
B. Data Source
The sources of data in this research is Peter and Wendy novel (1911) by J. M.
Barrie with 128 pages and 17 chapters and the other literary work in a film form, Pan
(2015) directed by Joe Wright with duration 111 minutes.
C. Research Instrument
The researcher used note taking as an instrument of this research. Bodgan and
Biklein in Galib (2015: 24) state that note taking is a method in assembling data
required by using note card to write down the data found from source of data in order
to find data easily, the researcher makes some notes to classify the important unit or
part of script that related to the problems and the objectives of the research. Beside
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that note-taking make the researcher easier to observe, interpret, and analyze until
report the result.
D. Data Collection Procedure
To complete the data, the researcher served some procedures to reach
conclusion of this research. Procedures of collecting data as follows:
1. The researcher read Peter and Wendy novel and watched Pan film.
2. The researcher collected several references from article, interview, video on
Youtube related to the adaptation novel into film.
3. The researcher selected 9 articles and interview found based on motives
delevop by Linda Hutcheon.
4. The researcher observed the data and then made a note according to the
article that found.
5. The researcher classified the motives from article that found by used
Hutcheon’s theory.
6. The researcher interpreted and made a description from the data collected.
E. Data Analysis Technique
After collecting the data, the researcher analysed the data through these steps
as follow. Firstly, the researcher displayed and categorized all of the data found in
adaptation in both of novel and film. Secondly, the researcher analysed and
explained by using adaptation theory develop by Linda Hutcheon. The last the
researcher gave conclusion about the adaptation novel into film.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter consists of two sections, the findings of the research and the
discussion of the research findings. The findings are presented as data description,
and the discussion reveals several opinion and further interpretations.
A. Findings
In the finding of research, the researcher displayed several data found and tries
to answer the question of research the first question related with the adapter in
adaptation work, people who have a role in adaptation process, it is also include the
background of adapter to doing the adaptation and the second is concern to the
motives that contains in adaptation novel of J. M. Barrie’s Peter and Wendy into Joe
Wright’s Pan film, by using adaptation theory.
1. The Adapters in Adaptation Peter and Wendy Novel into Pan Film
After selected several news about the people who have a role in an adaptation of
Peter and Wendy novel into Pan film called as an adapter. Thus, the researcher was
found 6 articles related to the adapter who has important roles in this adaptation
novel into film, they are the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Warner Bros., the
producer, the scriptwriter and the cinematographer.
a. Kevin Tsujihara
Kevin Tsujihara is a Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc. (formerly Warner Brothers Picture, Inc.) is an American
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entertainment company that is a division of Time Warner. It is one of the "Big Six"
major American film studios. Kevin oversees worldwide operations, including the
production, marketing and distribution of film, television and video games, for one of
the most innovative and successful entertainment companies in the world.
An article by Brooks Barnes reported an interview with CEO of Warner Bros
about the reason ‘Pan’ bombed at the Box Office. Thus, financial attraction motif
was found in the interview as noted:
Kevin Tsujihara, Warner’s chief executive and top movie picker,
holding ultimate control over which films are made, had hoped that
updated versions of classic stories would help fill the void left at his
studio by the end of the blockbuster “Harry Potter” series. (Barnes,
Brooks. 2015. https://mobile.nytimes.com, October 27, 2017)
An article above was published by The New York Times on December 11,
2015, it is an interview with Kevin Tsujihara as CEO of Warner Bros about the
adaptation of Peter and Wendy was bombed at the box office. Kevin as CEO of
Warner Bros doesn’t want to make an emptiness in film list of his studio of Warner
Bros in which can be disturb studio’s income. So that way, he initiated to choose a
classic work by J. M Barrie to adapted ‘Pan’ to fill one of popular movie Harry
Potter which has finished. It is related with Hutcheon (2006: 88) said that a famous
author will invest lots of money by selling the adapted work, this is why there is no
doubt for adapter or film maker of Pan film to make any adaptation to produce a
benefit of economy by producing a literary work. So, this article refers to the
financial attraction motif.
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b. Joe Wright
Joe Wright was born on August 25, 1972 in London. He is an English film
director, where his parents, John and Lyndie, founded the Little Angel Theatre, a
puppet theatre in Islington. Wright always had an interest in the arts, especially
painting. Wright is dyslexic. Wright was known for Pride & Prejudice (2005),
Atonement (2007) and Anna Karenina (2012). Then his lately work was Pan (2015)
which adapted from Barrie’s famous work, Peter and Wendy (1911).
There are two psychological motives found by Joe Wright as a director of Pan
film. The first was an article by Molly Driscoll which is noted as:
“Peter has incredible courage and fun and so I think that reminds us of
childhood in an honest and beautiful way,” he said. (Driscoll,
Molly.2015.https://www.theatlantic.com, October 10, 2017)
An article above was published on October 9, 2015 reported an interview with
director of Pan film, he says that the story of Peter in adaptation of Barrie’s work into
Wright’s work has an amazing memory in our childhood which is full of happiness.
In this case, what the adapter doing in this adaptation based on their owned personal
reason, like Hutcheon (2006: 92) said that adapter’s experience could raise an
adaptation story to adapt. For instance, this story by J. M. Barrie as an adaptation
works. Joe as director already read the story of Barrie’s Peter and Wendy when he
was in childhood before doing this adaptation and this is raised adapter’s experience
and memories of childhood with thousands of curiosities about this story.
The second article by Indian Country Media Network reported an interview
about Joe’s vision for Tiger Lily within the context of the new film, Joe said that:
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“In the book, the natives are described as being redskins, which is a
term I don’t really recognize. So, I couldn’t work out where they were
natives of. So, I thought, should they be Native American, or should
they be African, or should they be Mongolian? And then I thought,
well, better if they are from everywhere, that they are all natives of
Planet Earth.” (Collider. 2015. https://indiancountrymedianetwork.com.
November 13, 2017)
An article above was published on April 16, 2015 reported the interview with
Joe Wright about his vision of Natives in Neverland, Tiger Lily who played by
Rooney Mara, he is actually cannot approve what person of the tribes is like, in this
case is Piccaninny tribes. In his vision, Barrie’s book as a source of this film does not
describe clearly about this tribes from, so he determined if Piccaninny can be from
every place of the planet we live on. It means the director of Pan film wants to show
his imagination in understand of Piccaninny description and personal reason to
decide what Piccaninny is like. Personal reason in this case refers to the
psychological motif.
c. Jason Fuchs
Jason Isaac Fuchs was born on March 5, 1986 in New York City to a Jewish
family. He went on to enroll and graduate from Columbia University. He is an
American actor and screenwriter, best known for writing Ice Age: Continental Drift
(2012), Pan (2015) and Wonder Woman (2017). In Pan film itself Fuchs as
screenwriter and his script Pan was listed on Hollywood's 2013 Black List, and was
made into a 2015 film, which was a critical and box office failure.
There are also two motives found in Jason’s interview article, the first is an
interview by ScreenCraft shows that there is psychological motif, Jason said that:
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I love that book. I’m a fan of Peter Pan before I am the writer of this
movie, so everything I did in the script and everything we did for this
movie in production, we would always attempt to ground it in the text of
Barrie’s book. (Craft,Screen. 2015. https://screencraft.org, January 29,
2018)
An article above was published on September 30, 2015. ScreenCraft reported
the interview with Jason Fuchs about source material in pan film. And Jason says
that there is nothing other than the Barrie book as the one source material. He had
read Barrie’s Peter and Wendy from his young age, he questioned many things about
Peter Pan and answered as a script that is he made in Pan film. In this case, Jason
used his experience to write this adapted work by used Barrie’s novel as a source.
Thus, the second was an interview in YouTube published by Screen Slam show
that there is cultural capital motif, Jason said that:
Peter Pan is really challenging because we're asking a young then 11 year
old actor to carry it to our movie and we just didn't know if we would find
a kid who could handle that and we looked at can't remember how many
tapes i think over two or three thousand, we did a worldwide casting
searched in every English-speaking country across the globe trying to find
our kid and at a certain point in that process your kind of pulling your hair
out hopeless and going I don't know if we're going to find our Peter and
then something you watch Levi state and go there's there's Peter Pan we're
making a movie and it was it was just that simple Levi is a really special
actor. (Slam, Screen. 2015. https://www.youtube.com, August 10, 2017)
An interview above was published on September 29, 2015 with Jason Fuchs,
the interviewer asks him about the process of casting to find the role as Peter in Pan
film, the team difficult to looking for actors in all over the world, who can play a role
as Peter but specifically in English speaking country. In this case, they are only
wanted to cast people who naturally speak English. It means that film wants to show
a social acceptable that both novel and film was a literary work from England.
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d. Seamus McGarvey
Seamus McGarvey was born June 29, 1967 in Armagh, Northern Ireland. He is
an Irish cinematographer. He began his career as a still photographer, before
attending film school at the University of Westminster in London. He has collected
two Academy Award nominations for his cinematography on Joe Wright's 2007
drama, Atonement and his 2012 adaptation of Leo Tolstoy's classic novel Anna
Karenina.
An article published by British Cinematographer show the interview with
Seamus McGarvey as cinematographer in Pan ask about his vision of reference in
Pan film, is it Disney? And his answer was no. Seamus said that:
Other references for Neverland were more oblique. For example, we
looked at National Geographic and travelogue articles about expeditions,
and imbibed the images we saw of tribes, the painted faces and ornate,
vividly colourful costumes” (Prince, Ron. 2015.
https://britishcinematographer.co.uk, January 29, 2018)
And then he explained about references of atmosphere in Neverland. The idea
of Seamus in looking for information about atmosphere in Neverland, in this case
was the Piccaninny tribes, and Seamus as cinematographer says that he influenced
by National Geography article about characteristic of the tribes, the feature of it,
such as their appearance, costumes, ornament which is colorful. In this case, he used
his vision to create the tribe of Piccaninny. He has a reason to used article of
National Geographic as a reference and it was related to the psychological motif.
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2. Motives in Adaptation Peter and Wendy Novel into Pan Film
Related with four motives according to Hutcheon’s theory, the researcher
selected several articles about adaptation Peter and Wendy novel into Pan film. Thus
the researcher was found 9 articles related with motives that contains in adaptation
Peter and Wendy novel into Pan film.
a. Financial Attraction
One of attractions in adaptation work is economic goals, Hutcheon (86: 2006)
says that financial attraction hard to be neglected. By selling the adaptation film, the
adapter may produce a lot of money.
An article written by Molly Driscoll reported that:
“Pan,” a prequel to the famous “Peter Pan” story by J.M. Barrie, arrives
in theatres today. (Driscoll, Molly. 2015. https://www.theatlantic.com,
October 10, 2017)
A piece of article above was published by The Christian Science Monitor
October 9, 2015 reported that the story of Peter Pan has been around for more than a
hundred years and in fact this prove that this work had a ‘ready audience’, devout fan
either adult or children, excessively fans from 1911 until now. The name of J. M.
Barrie was very famous in 1953 when animated cartoon Peter Pan was released
because of his work of Peter and Wendy, and then this work was one of the most
famous adaptations. Related with Hutcheon’s theory (2006: 88) that a famous author
will invest lots of money by selling the adapted work, this is why there is no doubt
for adapter or film maker of Pan film to make any adaptation to produce a benefit of
economy by producing a literary work.
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An article by Scott Mendelson discussed about financial loss in ‘Pan’ film
production, she said that:
As you know the expensive Peter Pan prequel Pan was something of a
massive flop this weekend”. (Mendelson, Scott. 2015.
https://www.forbes.com. October 10, 2017)
In piece of article above published by Forbes on October 12, 2015 discussed
about financial loss in Pan film production, the expensive Peter Pan prequel by Joe
Wright. It can be called expensive work because it included in characteristic of
financial attraction motif regarding to Hutcheon’s theory (2006: 87) she said that
expensive work will searching for ready audience or an existing audience. Therefore,
film is one of collaborative art form which need big budget to made and ready
audiences or fans, but a bad adaptation from best novel that already has fans
probably can make disappointed and it can make financial loss problem. And if there
is no number of people who watch this film it means there is no earned by working
or selling things otherwise called money.
An article reported by Pamela McClintock talked about the calculation in
production of Pan film, she said that:
If the film's theatrical gross tops out at $150 million worldwide, it will see
returns of about $135 million between film box-office returns (or film
rentals) and ancillary revenues, including home entertainment and
television deals, according to rough calculations by insiders. However,
when factoring in a global marketing spend of $125 million that means the
movie cost $275 million to produce and sell. Hence, the loss would be
about $140 million. The range of $130 million to $150 million accounts
for the fact that analysts don't know exactly how much Warners spent on
marketing, or exactly where Pan will end up at the box office.
(McClintock, Pamela. 2015. http://www.hollywoodreporter.com, October
29, 2017)
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An article above published by The Hollywood Reporter on December 10, 2015
reported the calculation in production of Pan film which distributed by Warner
spend about $275million to produce and sell the film, that was balanced for famous
novel of J. M. Barrie, while the released earned just about $128 million for global
total debut, so the loss would be about $150 million. Like Hutcheon (2006: 87) said
that to transform a literary work such as novel into film, the producer in film need a
big budget. The ways to adapter raise money for the adaptation are from outside
investor through corporate production from the start, in addition Bluestone in
Hutcheon (2006: 87) also mentioned the law of the marketplace is a work for both
investors and audience. But there is another problem when RatPac-Dune
Entertainment as a Warner's co-financing partner, put up a quarter of the budget for
Pan, somewhat reducing the studio's income. This article also related to the financial
motif.
Another article was written by Brooks Barnes, he said that:
Based on its cost and factoring in the percentage of ticket sales kept by
theater owners, analyst estimates that "Pan" needs to take in at least $ 500
million worldwide to break even”. (Barnes, Brooks. 2015.
https://mobile.nytimes.com, October 27, 2017)
In the similar case, an article published by The New York Times on December
11, 2015 reported that 'Pan' Bombs at the Box Office. Bombs in this manner tell
about Pan film adaptation had deterioration in its marketing. It means this film
should collect at least $500 million to restore the initial capital in the filming about
$250 million. In fact, this film only produced a total debut about $128 million in the
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world. Many things that make deterioration in Pan film such as release delays, actor
election which unmatched with audiences and too many rivals in summer cinema.
An article by Scott Mendelson reported the purpose of the selection of actors
and actresses in the film Pan, she said that:
When you have a movie that cost $155 to make and isn’t based on a
really popular source material (I mean popular, not merely well-known),
you need movie stars or some kind of brand name celebrities who will
pump the film on the talk shows and magazine covers. (Mendelson,
Scott. 2015. https://www.forbes.com. October 10, 2017)
An article above was published by Forbes on October 12, 2015 reported the
purpose of the selection of actors and actresses in the film Pan, they are Levi Miller
who is not an artist, while very famous cast in the film world like Rooney Mara,
Garrett Hedlund, even the famous Hugh Jackman in the movie X-Man and also who
has played many films. Mendelson said that to make a popular movie it needs movie
stars or celebrities that famous who will raise the movie in promoting. It means, the
team of film production or film maker deliberately looking for actors who have
played many films and certainly famous, with this purpose that the results are
comparable and in accordance with the cost of making the film adaptation. It is also
related in characteristic of motives by Hutcheon (2006: 95) that the selection of artist
who play a role in one movie include personal motif because it is adapter’s own
reason.
b. Cultural Capital
Adaptation can be one of the other ways to rise a particular culture by adapted
a literary work from a classic novel in 18 or 19 centuries and it is probably can be
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increase a cultural status Hutcheon (2006: 91). Thus, the adapters will get benefit
from their adapted work.
An article reported by Chris Pandolfi who is reviewing critic about the
piccaninny tribe that is incompatible with the origin, he said that:
In a stunning display of political correctness, the tribe is no longer just
Native Americans, but a cultural melting pot of African, Aborigine, and
Asian and they wear costumes that make them look like a cross between
Cirque du Soleil performers and the refugees from Mad Max Beyond.
(Pandolfi, Chris. 2015. http://www.popzara.com, October 10, 2017)
An article above was published by Popzara on October 9, 2015 reported and
criticized a movie reviews about the Piccaninny tribe that is incompatible with the
origin, the Piccaninny tribe is refers to a depiction of dark-skinned as J. M.Barrie told
in his novel, but seen in Joe Wright’s film, the Piccaninny tribe is like mixing some
tribes with their unclear outfits, with colorful designs and home decor.
Almost same in previous case, an article by Ben Child discussed about the role
of Rooney Mara as Tiger Lily, he said that:
Pan director Joe Wright has defended the controversial casting of white
actor Rooney Mara as Tiger Lily in his upcoming big-budget fantasy
epic”
(Child, Ben. 2015. https://www.theguardian.com, October 26, 2017)
An article above was published by The Guardian on September 25, 2015
discussed about the role of Rooney Mara as Tiger Lily, where Rooney is a white-
skinned woman whereas this is contrast to Barrie's story because the original identity
of Tiger Lily is red-skinned which refer to Indian tribe.
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It still about the character who is play the character of Tiger Lily, Rooney
Mara, Brooks Barners draws a lot of negative criticism from public especially Peter
Pan fans, he said that:
Directed by Joe Wright, known for art-house films like “Atonement” and
“Anna Karenina,” the Peter Pan film ran into trouble early on. When Mr.
Wright decided to cast Rooney Mara in the role of Tiger Lily, a role that
exists in the public imagination as a Native American woman, Warner
faced a public outcry”
(Barnes, Brooks. 2015. https://mobile.nytimes.com, October 27, 2017)
An article above was published by The New York Times on December 11,
2015 reported a lot of negative criticism from public especially Peter Pan fans,
because of incompatibility with the story of Barrie, in which the Tiger Lily character
in the Pan is white while in Peter and Wendy she is a dark-skinned girl. In case of
the public anger, there was an answer from Ms. Rooney who sought to calm the
critics by noting that the role had been rewritten into a nonspecific race. It means, in
the selection of the artist that has been determined by the scriptwriter from the
beginning, there is a mixing of some race that makes the character of Tiger Lily in
Pan was not so specific.
From those three articles above showed that this film adaptation wants to raise
particular culture status which is the story of Peter Pan from and in fact most of the
team production of Pan film was from Britain where the people are white, in case of
election the role of Tiger Lily. It shows the tribe that adapted in movies was different
from what the novel described, in terms of culture. The cultural motif that can be
seen is the existence of cultural differences from the original in novel into adaptation
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work in film, this is because of the reason by the adaptation, and the adapters want to
make something different from previous work.
c. Psychological
This motive includes the reason of the adapter to do an adaptation such as why
the adapted work was chosen and what medium was taken. (Hutcheon (2006:92).
An article by Molly Driscoll shows that there is personal motive in adaptation
of Barrie’s work into Wright’s work, she said that:
“I always wanted to grow up,” he said in a recent interview. “I hated
childhood. I found it a really difficult period of life. I was bullied and I
was quite scared a lot of the time ... Peter Pan offered an escape from all
of that,” he said.
Driscoll, Molly. 2015. https://www.theatlantic.com, October 10, 2017)
An article above was published by The Christian Science Monitor on October
9, 2015 reported about a classic work by J. M. Barrie after adapted many times in
many transformations has won some nomination in various award, one of them for
the best featured actor in 2004 and 2012 in different title and absolutely it can make
this work more famous, this is can be a good reason for the adapter to choose this
famous work. The primary reason in this adapted work, Joe as ‘Pan’ Director has
experience in his childhood that he really wants to grow up because he hates his
childhood. It relates to Hutcheon said that the adapter not only interpreted the work
that will be adapted but also the adapter has to took position on it. In this case the
experience of the adapter refers to the psychological motif.
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B. Discussion
In the discussion of research, the researcher discussed both of problem
formulations questioned in chapter one, they were background and reason of the
adapter, and then the motives that contained in adaptation novel into film.
The theory of adaptation developed by Linda Hutcheon actually not only talks
about novel and film but also some media such as videogames, operas musicals, and
stage plays. Thus, those media are providing into some modes of engagement just
like to tell stories (for instance novel, short stories, the other show them (as in play,
film) and interact (as in videogames) that need physically.
Adaptation can be said as a kind of repetition, but it is a repetition without
imitation (Hutcheon, 2006: 7). A repetition from the early work to the new one does
not make any exact imitation from the earliest work. Film adaptation always arises
many changes during its production. It is because of the tendencies of different
media. The differences between adaptation work and the original probably hard to
avoid, it is probably caused by medium that used is different. Since it is from telling
to showing mode of engagement, as a novel the media is a word, while the media of
film is a picture.
The roles of the adapter also can determine the motives appear in adaptation
novel into film, for instance Kevin Tsujihara as a CEO of Warner Bros. He was a
person who determine what film that will be filled in the list of the studio, in
adaptation theory that was called as funding body, a job that approved for production
work and that was usually refer to the economy in adaptation. Next, Joe Wright as a
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director in Pan film is the person who has a position to manage and direct the film
and mostly used his personal reason to create something in the film. Then, Jason
Fuchs as scriptwriter of Pan story was a person who wrote the script to create plot,
theme, dialogue and characters for a film and absolutely Jason used his experience to
wrote the story, beside source of novel that adapted. And the last, Seamus McGarvey
as cinematographer in the film, he is a person who has skill to photographed
references that related to the film needed, Seamus also has responsible to interpreted
the director vision. In this case, different roles of team work in adaptation process of
course need collaborative creative to produce an extraordinary work.
As an adapted work, the process of adaptation from novel into film also
produces different representation. The differences here caused by the motives or
background of the adapters to create a work might be different. Some reason above
probably based on motive in adaptation which is developed by Hutcheon (2006: 86-
94) namely economic lures, cultural capital, law perspectives and personal. However,
from those motives not all can appear as a motif in adaptation work. There are three
motives that contains regarding to the reason behind the adapter did the adaptation in
the novel and film, and it was gathered by motives about economy, culture and
personal as follow:
a. Financial Attraction
Since adaptation attracts the economic as a motif, the adapter wanted to adapt a
work because of they want a profit on their adapted work. The profits here mean that
they can obtain a lot of money from their adapted work. The profits sometime come
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from the franchise of the work that being adapted. In addition, in theory of adaptation
said that the popular writer would make a lot of money for their works and then a lot
of money makes the adapters want to achieve the profits from the well-known writer.
Collaborative art form needs big budget and ready audiences or fans
(Hutcheon: 87). The story about Peter and Wendy actually has got a ready audience,
an existing audience from many years since this work adapted many time.
Furthermore, a popular artist can be one of determining big budget. For instance
when the adapter want to create a famous adaptation work, they need a famous artist,
just like the role of Hugh Jackman as a Blackbeard in Pan film, Jackman is a talented
actor who had played many character in some film, as a villain in Pan he was
succeed to attracted audience for watch his act and it can raise this film to be a
popular adaptation but the problem is a the amount of money to be spent on collected
a popular artist have to balance with their budget, whether income or outcome.
However, technology also has framed in film adaptation, in that new media
have constantly opened the door for new possibilities for all three modes of
engagement such as in this research mode of telling to showing engagement. Since
the imaginative visualizations among readers is likely greater in fantasy fiction in
than in realist fiction. In this case, the utilization of high technology also requires
much money on it. Thus, it is no surprise that economic motivation affects all stages
of the adaptation process.
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b. Cultural Capital
Hutcheon argues that in an adaptation film, there are always differentiations. It
is not only copy the source, but also arises many changes (2006:176). In this view,
the tribe of Piccaninny in novel has different representation when it is transformed
into film adaptation. The different representation is explained in the tribe background
of Picaninny, Tiger Lily. In the novel, that tribe explained as a red-skinned, they
carry tomahawks and knives and their naked bodies gleam with paint and oil (Barrie,
1911: cp. 5). There is no explanation about what tribe in this world that revealed her
real identity in the film. These differences underline that in adaptation from novel
into film involving many excisions on the character. In addition, Hutcheon also
stated that when the adapter creates stories, it is not necessarily repeating (2006:176).
It means that, the adapter in creating the stories they can use their creativity. In the
film they do not merely repeat fully according to the source, in this case they change
appearance of the character. The film replacing appearance of the character in the
novel by shows the tribe of Tiger Lily is white-skinned and colorful costumes, nor
dark or red-skinned, it means the film production team want to show they are status
that they are white-skinned, where the film is produced. By showing their status, the
adapter will get benefits on their adapted work. The benefits here mean that their
cultural status will raise from their adapted work.
c. Psychological
The relationship between psychological with personal and political motif can
be seen in definition three of them regarding to www.Merriam-Webster.com,
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psychology is the study of mind and behavior in relation to a particular field of
knowledge or activity. Personal is done in person without the intervention of another,
while politic is characterized by shrewdness in managing or dealing. In theory of
adaptation, psychological motif has same meaning with personal and political
motives. In this case was the intention of the adapter by using their background,
experience and vision to do the adaptation which is refer to personal and in case of
political was the way of the adapter to create an adaptation by using their method. So
personal and political motive in this case related to the psychology of the adapter, the
mind of them to create an adaptation which is different from previous one.
Cohen in Hutcheon (2006: 92) argued that some critics give opinion about real
work of adaptation completely must try to destroy the authority of the original
source. It this view, the adapter must have a new idea in adapted a work such as
novel. Besides, experience also can be a way of the adapter in creating a story.
For instance, Joe Wright as director has a bad experience when he was child,
little Joe always got bullied and being a fear boy, then he used his experience when
created Pan film story, even the part when Peter cannot read a letter from his mother
because he was dyslexia same with Joe real life. The director of Pan film was
dyslexic.
To sum up, Hutcheon stated that it is clearly that the adapters must have their
personal reasons for choosing first to do an adaptation, which adapted work and what
medium to take. The adapter not only explains the content of the adaptation story but
also gets control of their role as an adapter
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter consists of two points, namely conclusion and suggestion. After
finding and analysing the motives and background of adapter in adaptation of Peter
and Wendy novel into Pan film in discussion, then the researcher concludes and
gives suggestion to the readers related to this research.
A. Conclusion
After analysing the data, the researcher concludes the result of this research,
they are about the background of adapter in adaptation and the motives in adaptation
of Peter and Wendy novel into Pan film. In the findings, the researcher found that the
adapters of the Pan film were created by Kevin Tsujihara as CEO of film distributor,
Joe Wright as director, Jason Fucsh as scriptwriter and Seamus McGarvey as
cinematographer. The adapter’s background generally was determined of
interpretation of adaptation work. It means that the most of motif based on
psychological of the adapters.
Thus, the most of motives that contain in adaptation based on several reporters
in the whole world about film adapted was financial attraction which is the most
discussed after film released. It can be concluded that economy can influenced all
stages, start from media that used, the artist until the audience.
Based on the statement above, the researcher revealed that there are 7 financial
attractions, 4 cultural capitals and 5 psychological motives that have been arisen in
adaptation of Peter and Wendy novel into Pan film and there is no legal constrains.
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To sum up, adaptation shows that there is no one literary work in the world
which is truly new and stand alone, every work created from previous work. Every
literary work is a result from an adaptation process, a repetition with variation. So, in
adaptation of one medium into another one, a process of making the adapted work is
not a slavish copying, it must be always a motif of adapter for doing an adaptation
B. Suggestion
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher wants to give some suggestions:
Firstly, for those who interested in studying literature this research may
contribute to the student in enjoying works, especially the novel and film. However,
this research is still far from the perfection since it actually discusses only a small
part of the whole aspects that a literary study can cover. Therefore, the researcher
proposes to the following suggestion for the other researchers who might conduct
further research on the same object.
Next, for the next researcher may do research in other aspect of adaptation
theory by Linda Hutcheon such as find motives in adaptation with used sociological
approach or may do research about forms of medium in adaptation namely Telling,
Showing, Interacting and Telling or Showing.
The last, for the reader of this research the adaptation novel into film proves
the fact that every adaptation has motive or reason behind doing something to
adapted especially one medium into another one, such as in this research Barrie’s
Peter and Wendy into Wright’s Pan.
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